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Introduction: the Baku Process
The Baku Process is a challenge for the promotion of intercultural dialogue to move from ideas to practice and
to establish a platform in which today’s challenges can be discussed in the spirit of intercultural dialogue and
universal values.
The Baku Process is understood as a process that comprises an open and respectful exchange of views between
individuals and groups with different ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic backgrounds and heritage living on
different continents, on the basis of mutual understanding and respect.
The Baku Forum has taken responsibility for delivering the global agenda on the Dialogue among Civilisations adopted by the United Nations General Assembly (November 2001), the UNESCO Convention on Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions (2005), the Islamic Declaration on Cultural Diversity, which was adopted by ISESCO in 2004, Declaration and Action Plan of the Third Summit of the
Heads of State and Government of the Council of Europe member states, the Council of Europe White Paper on Intercultural Dialogue (May 2008), as well as the Baku Declaration for the Promotion of Intercultural Dialogue Azerbaijan hosted the World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue on 7-9 April, 2011 in Baku under patronage of H.E. Mr. Ilham Aliyev, the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan that had been declared
by the President at the 65th Session of the United Nations General Assembly (23 September 2010, New-York).
The WFID is supported by prestigious international organizations such as UNESCO, UN Alliance of Civilizations,
Council of Europe, North-South Centre of the Council of Europe, ISESCO, convening over 500 representatives
from 102 countries from all continents of the World; Cultural Ministers from 20 countries, deputy ministers of
numerous states, leading international organizations including the ISESCO Director General, the Assistant Director General of UNESCO, mayors of various world cities, diplomats, media organizations, international NGOs,
scientists, scholars, distinguished cultural experts, practitioners, intellectuals and activists, biannually to Baku,
Azerbaijan.
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An unfolding context
World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue (WFID) is a global event organized in Baku, capital of Azerbaijan every two
years since 2011. The 3rd WORLD FORUM ON INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE was held on May 18-19 2015 in collaboration
with UNESCO, UN Alliance of Civilizations, UN World Tourism Organization, Council of Europe, ISESCO, and the NorthSouth Centre of the Council of Europe. More than 600 delegates from 94 countries participated.
This 3rd World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue was organised around the theme: “Sharing Culture for a Shared
Security”, as part of the “Baku Process” initiated in 2008 by the Government of Azerbaijan.
This year’s Forum provided planned continuity within the Baku Process, developing the content and context of
exchange and discussion: The theme for WFID 2011 –“United through common values, enriched by cultural diversity”,
developed through WFID 2013 -“ Living together peacefully in a diverse world”, sought consolidation in WFID 2015
through its theme: “Sharing culture for shared security”. The 2015 theme placed emphasis on two conclusions drawn
from the earlier Forums: firstly that we have a common goal of collective or shared security –peaceful coexistence
for all in our diverse and challenged world, and secondly, that a key condition to support this shared security was
for the active sharing of cultures and the recognition that cultural exchange, broadly cast, helps highlight both
commonalities and differences among people.
The Forum also contributed to the UN World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development (21 May), and the
10th anniversary of the Convention of the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions (2005).
WFID 2015 developed discussion around the theme: “Culture and sustainable development in the post-2015
development agenda”, with a view to mark the celebration of the World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and
Development (21st May). The role of culture, religions, migration, education, sport, youth, business, tourism, among
others, will be addressed in this regard to address new trends and challenges for intercultural dialogue, using the
timely framework offered by the International Decade for the Rapprochement of Cultures (2013-2022), proclaimed by
the UN.
In support of these celebrations, the three plenary sessions sponsored discussion on: “Sharing Culture for Shared
Security: Cultural rights in the modern age”, “Countering Violent Extremism: the Role of Religious Leaders in Promoting
Religious Pluralism and Advancing Shared Well-being” and “Shaping common global agenda: Role of International
organizations in building trust and understanding between cultures”.
The Forum also hosted the second Ministerial Conference on “Culture and sustainable development in the post2015 development agenda”, the first meeting of the new Academic Forum of UNESCO Chairs on intercultural and
interreligious dialogue and a book launch of the UNESCO-Tudor Rose publication entitled “Agree to Differ” were
among the important side events.
The outcomes of the Baku Forum will feed back into UNESCO’s work on intercultural dialogue and support the
development of future strategic and programmatic action lines, including in the context of the UN Decade for the
Rapprochement of Cultures (2013-2022)
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The World Forums organized so far have created new opportunities for stakeholders to meet, exchange and share
experience and to reinforce the ‘strong will’ called for in President Aliyev’s opening remarks at the 2015 Forum. “Today,
representatives of all the religions, ethnic groups live in Azerbaijan and contribute to the successful development
of our country. I think this is one of our biggest assets. And we are proud of that. Therefore we organize numerous
international events to promote the values of multiculturalism, values of peaceful cooperation, mutual understanding.
I think the world needs this kind of events, needs open discussions, exchange of views in order to strengthen the
positive tendencies.” President Aliyev, WFID 2015, Baku
By bringing together heads of governments, ministers, heads of various international organizations, senior policy
makers, cultural professionals, goodwill ambassadors, experts, journalists, practitioners, prominent intellectuals and
activists, the World Forums have became an international platform to enable and encourage people, countries and
organisations around the globe to take concrete actions to support diversity, dialogue and mutual understanding
among nations by raising awareness on the importance of intercultural dialogue worldwide.

Specific objectives for WFID 2015
· To promote understanding, dialogue, tolerance among cultures to increase co-operation in particular, between Muslim and Western societies;
· To build respect and understanding among cultures and amplifying voices of moderation and reconciliation
which help to calm cultural and religious tensions between nations and peoples;
· To define the opportunities of culture, cultural heritage and art in order to use its potential more effectively
in the process of realizing intercultural dialogue and cooperation and to prepare real recommendations for
practical actions;
· To support cultural and artistic activities and exchanges and recognizing the role of artists and creators-as
vehicles for dialogue and mutual understanding, and introducing incentives to facilitate everyone’s access to
and participation in this activities;
· To develop intercultural dialogue through concerted actions between the competent international and regional organizations, with the active involvement of the member states concerned and civil society;
· To support and organize international events on the promotion of intercultural dialogue.

1. Preparation for 2015 Forum
Following the discussions at WFID 2013, four themes were identified for continued discussions, and these formed
the basis for the development of the WFID 2015 Programme:
Cross- sector focus and the role of non-state actors, private sector and broad definitions of ‘culture’ to include
faith and belief, tourism and the arts’
Education and role of life-long learning - particularly the challenges of radicalisation and countering extremist
narratives.
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Inequality and disparity; on-going recognition of the economic and structural conditions that have influence for
social cohesion
Mobilising young people as both key audiences and as resources.
In the design of WFID 2015, the Forum Taskforce identified three plenaries to be managed by three of the partners: Government of Azerbaijan, UN Alliance of Civilisation and UNESCO
1.“Sharing Culture for Shared Security: Cultural rights in the modern age”
2. “Countering Violent Extremism: the Role of Religious Leaders in Promoting Religious Pluralism and Advancing
Shared Well-being”
3.“Shaping common global agenda: Role of International organizations in building trust and understanding between cultures”.
In addition, the taskforce had listened to the results of the review and evaluation and had set targets for improving the approach and use of the Forum. Specifically,
· how we dialogue: WFID and the Baku Process focus on coalitions and collaborations –the distinctive approach
at the Forum to sharing of ideas and experience across the policy-academic-practitioner interface;
· the role of the faith and belief dimension -religion, religious diversity and the role of interfaith dialogue;
· recognition of multi-layered diversity: diversity within and between nation states a growing nor shrinking
phenomenon

2. High level messages developed during
the preparation and discussions
with partners in the International Task
Force Group of Baku World Forum 2015
Meetings of the task force were held in Baku, at United Nations Alliance of Civilisation, New York and at UNESCO
in Paris.
The UN High Representative Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser described the preparation as “an historical event”. He
said Baku Process and the World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue served to preserve peace and cooperation.
Al-Nasser praised the Azerbaijani government`s and President Ilham Aliyev’s attention to intercultural dialogue.
Azerbaijani Minister of Culture and Tourism Abulfas Garayev said “the fact that the presentation ceremony takes
place at the UN headquarters and at UNESCO in Paris, testifies to Azerbaijan’s commitment to universal values”.
He hailed Baku Process and the World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue as “the world’s only initiative bringing
together major international organizations including UNESCO, the UN Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC), the World
Tourism Organization, the Council of Europe and Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (ISESCO)”.
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UNESCO Permanent Representative to UN, Moufida Goucha reaffirmed that UNESCO attaches a particular importance to promoting peace and dialogue. She congratulated the Azerbaijani delegation on behalf of UNESCO
Director General Irina Bokova.
UNWTO Permanent Representative to UN, Rafiuddin Ahmed read out a congratulatory message of Secretary-General of the World Tourism Organization Taleb Rifai.
Permanent Representative of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation to UN Ufuk Geksen read out a message of
greetings of ISESCO Director General Abdulaziz Othman Altwaijri.
The planning meetings and discussions in New York and Paris featured demonstration of a film highlighting
President Ilham Aliyev`s initiative to found Baku Process and the World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue. The
participants of the event were presented books on Azerbaijan`s cultural and tourism potential.
The World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue was initiated in 2008. Two previous editions were held in 2011 and in
2013. It has become a global platform for exchange and discussion on major contemporary challenges pertaining to intercultural dialogue and the sharing of related universal values, which have become pressing issues to
address in our globalized and more diverse societies.
This open forum continues to reaffirm the imperative need to consolidate and intensify dialogue among peoples
from different cultures, religions or beliefs, in order to create, at the national, regional and global levels, an environment conducive to respect for cultural diversity, human rights and mutual understanding.

3. The Forum: By
side events and
sessions
Inauguration of the “Tree of Peace” took place, in May
17, within the framework of the Third World Forum for
Intercultural Dialogue in Baku.
Azerbaijan’s First Lady, UNESCO Goodwill Ambassador
Mehriban Aliyeva attended the inauguration.
UNESCO Director General Irina Bokova and a number of
other guests coming to Baku to attend the Third World
Forum for Intercultural Dialogue joined the event.
Inauguration of the “Tree of Peace”
Mr Nassir Abdulaziz al-Nasser (UN High Representative for

Guests of the Forum were photographed in front of the
“Tree of Peace”.

the UNAOC), Ms Irina Bokova (Director-General of UNESCO), Ms

Made of bronze, the monument “Tree of Peace” has

Mehriban Aliyeva (Azerbaijan’s First Lady, UNESCO Goodwill

been erected on the territory of the New Boulevard,

Ambassador), Ms Hedva Ser (Authorg “Tree of Peace” UNESCO Artist
for Peace)

near the State Flag Square. The “Tree of Peace” is
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UNESCO’s emblem, the symbol of tolerance and peace. Erected in public places, this monument invites people
to think about peace. The “Peace of Tree” is recognized as a symbol of mutual understanding between nations,
and advocates for solution of conflicts and dissemination of peace around the world. Ms. Mehriban Aliyeva
addressed the ceremony. Then Irina Bokova and UNESCO World Artist for Peace Hedva Ser took the floor. At the
end, a dinner-party was arranged on behalf of Mehriban Aliyeva in honour of the attendees of the ceremony.

Opening the
Forum
The World Forum, an integral component of the “Baku
Process” was officially opened by the President of the
Republic of Azerbaijan, H.E Mr Ilham Aliyev
The President set out an operating frame for the Forum
and particularly talked about the Forum’s civilizational
mission and the success it is achieving in pursuit of its
humanistic goals. The President, said that the Forum has
become one of the most important international events
dealing with intercultural dialogue and alliance among
H.E Mr Ilham Aliyev

civilizations, coexistence and harmony among nations

President of the Republic of Azerbaijan

and peoples, as it contributes to defusing tensions and
crises which plague international relations and shatter

humanity’s dream of a more secure and peaceful world
President Aliyev reiterated that the Forum represented the opportunity to give visibility to Azerbaijan’s domestic
policy, explicitly mentioned in his opening speech:
“We can say that Azerbaijan has successfully addressed major economic and social issues” […] “our strong financial
position, a stable political situation, regional initiatives, natural resources and, most importantly, human capital are
the factors leading Azerbaijan forward”
President Aliyev emphasised that the Baku Process undoubtedly represents a success for the Azerbaijani Government,
paving the way to a progressively more active role of the country in intercultural and inter-religious dialogue
“Today we have representatives here from over 100 countries. It is really very important that these people have come
to Azerbaijan to share their opinion because there are a lot of conflicts in the world. Blood is being shed in these
conflicts; battles are taking place in Europe and also in our region. In this case Azerbaijan is like a stable island in
the region,” stressed the president.
Topping the agenda of the forum was the security problems facing the world and also the violence sparked by
extremism.
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“To have in the same room imams, rabbis, Gulf State representatives, people from countries at war who are not
speaking to each other, that is already a good result. For a better future we need a better education. We have to have
common values, but values which have to be really practiced.
President Aliyev continued by emphasizing how the instabilities in the world increase the need for dialogue:
“I think the world needs this kind of event, needs open discussions, exchange of views in order to strengthen the
positive tendencies.
Unfortunately what we see now in different parts of the world creates big concern. We see some tendencies in negative
direction. Therefore we need open, frank discussion about what we must do together in order to bring countries,
civilizations and religions closer to each other to reduce tensions, hatred. This is the issue, I think, one of the important
issues on global agenda. Traditions of multiculturalism have always been very strong in our country…. Multiculturalism
has no alternatives. I think the responsibility of politicians, public figures, international institutions, NGOs and media
is growing. I know that one of the topics of discussions of the forum will be precisely related to responsibility of public
figures and politicians. Sometimes we see that religious hatred is deliberately cultivated. Sometimes we see in different
parts of the world the acts of violence based on ethnic and religious grounds. And the responsibility of politicians and
those people who can influence the public opinion is growing. Therefore, I think that by common efforts we need to
promote the values of multiculturalism. I know that there are different ideas about that - sometimes, pessimistic ideas.
But there are positive examples of multiculturalism. Azerbaijan is one of them. I think it is dangerous to consider that
multiculturalism is not something that can have future.
On the contrary, if we give up our efforts, the situation in
the world will be even worse. Therefore, the example of
countries like Azerbaijan, which is now considered to be
one of the world centres of multiculturalism, I think, is a
good indicator that multiculturalism is alive.
High Representative of the United Nations Alliance
of Civilizations Mr Nassir Abdulaziz al-Nasser replied
by highlighting the crucial importance of intercultural
dialogue, explaining its role in removing obstacles to
the enforcement of the Security Council resolutions on
the one hand, and enhancing mutual understanding
and mutual trust between the Great Powers in a way
Mr. Nassir Abdulaziz al-Nasser

that encourages them to take strong binding decisions

UN High Representative for the UNAOC

towards ending the long-standing crises prolonged by
the convulsive positions of some players at the level of

the United Nations.
He also stressed that intercultural dialogue was by no means a luxury, nor was it a purely cultural action which has
nothing to do with the humanitarian political action aimed at redressing the imbalances of today’s world, explaining
that it was rather a crucially important mission that we must strive to discharge in a way that would strengthen the
foundations of world peace.
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UNESCO Director-General Irina Bokova,

Secretary

General of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation
(OIC) Iyad Ameen Madani, and Director General of
Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(ISESCO) Abdulaziz Othman Altwaijri also addressed the
ceremony.
UNESCO Director-General Ms Irina Bokova made a
speech at the event highlighting:
“The situation in the world today is really worrying. We
are seeing more conflicts and they are changing and
we become more intolerant. I think we have not paid
Ms Irina Bokova
Director-General of UNESCO

enough attention to culture – our cultural heritage and
cultural diversity.

“We have not paid enough attention to education programmes. I think we have to change the content of school text
books. We have to study more history. We have to know our own culture and that of other countries,” Irina Bokova,
General Director UNESCO
Advisor to the UNWTO Secretary-General on Tourism
and Peace, Regional Director for the Middle East, Amr
Abdel-Ghaffar read out a congratulatory message of
UNWTO Secretary-General Taleb Rifai.
The current time is critically important, dialogue and
courage are needed to overcome its challenges, said
Secretary General of the Organization of Islamic
Cooperation (OIC) Iyad Amin Madani at the official
opening ceremony for the 3rd World Forum on
Intercultural Dialogue.
“Forums similar to the one being held in Baku today, are

Iyad Amin Madani

needed for this dialogue, since culture is one of the basic

Secretary General of the Organization of

elements of states’ economic stability,” said Madani.

Islamic Cooperation (OIC)

“In each visit to Baku, we discover something new,” he
said. “This city is very dynamic in terms of its spirit, energy which is palpable. It is not only related to Azerbaijan’s
geographical position, but also to the country’s leadership, its vision that turned the country into what it is today.”
He added that OIC is fully committed to the dialogue process, creation of partner relations with other organizations
to reach understanding.
“Our task is to create interrelation between what we are discussing here, and the possibility to convey it to the
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ordinary people who live in conflict zones, or to those who can’t return to their lands due to the disagreements in
religious and national issues,” OIC secretary general said.
Madani said that everyone should strive for multiculturalism.
“Today, we need to deeply think over the fact that
each society and country is a kind of a common “pot”
for various cultures and nationalities,” he said. “We
have to make efforts in the multicultural world, while
this common “pot” gives us a single point of view.” OIC
secretary general added that different cultures can be
harmonic parts of this “pot”.
Dr Abdualziz Othmane Altwaijri, the Director General
of

the

Islamic

Educational,

Scientific,

Cultural

Organization (ISESCO) reminded Forum participants
that the Forum’s civilizational mission was more than
ever relevant, with many regions around the globe
plagued with tensions, wars, and turmoil, as a result of
Mr Abdulaziz Othman Altwaijri

rising trends of terrorism, hate, racism, and sectarian

Director General of ISESCO

strife, often exacerbated by the interference of foreign
players seeking to fuel the destructive chaos which they

claim to be serving their strategic interests. Dr Altwaijri delivered his address in response to Azerbaijan’s President
and ministers, representatives of regional and international organizations, and senior intellectuals and academics.
His words captured much of the concerns expressed throughout the Forum over the three days.
He confirmed his view that that many countries around the world, most of them Arab and Muslim, were facing serious
and complex crises shaking their stability amidst the international community’s total incapacity to find political
solutions to the complex crises that continue to undermine world peace. The efforts the international community
has made through the Security Council have actually failed to end bloodshed and violence and give peace and
security a chance to thrive, he asserted. Such a failure, he argued, was partly due to the miscalculations of the Great
Powers, which run counter to the common good of humanity. He explained that this was no surprise of politicians as
they barely take culture into account in their policies pertaining to the major issues directly impacting international
peace and security, which makes them often insensitive to the humanitarian realities on the ground, moral values
and cultural facts.
In the same vein, Dr Altwaijri said:
“It is this glitch of international politics which makes the international community unable to enforce international
law, protect human rights and respect the rights of peoples to decide their own destiny; enjoy freedom, dignity and
social justice; maintain their spiritual, cultural and civilizational specificities; resist injustice, oppression and tyranny.
This glitch also led to cowardice in front of occupation and violation of countries’ territorial sovereignty, as in the
cases of Azerbaijan’s province of Nagorno-Karabakh, occupied by Armenia; the Palestinian territories, occupied by
Israel; and the Moroccan Sebta and Mellilia and Jaafarin Islands, occupied by Spain. This upholds our conviction that
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intercultural dialogue should be a key component of a peaceful solution, under international law, to all the difficult
crises being endured by myriads of peoples in plain sight of the international community.”
On the other hand, Dr Altwaijri called for a translation of the Forum’s objectives into concrete actions as he said:
“Such is the tough responsibility of this World Forum, which we all, each in their realm of competence, are required
to shoulder at two main levels: the first level concerns pursuing action in this direction to enhance intercultural
dialogue and accordingly develop it into an alliance of civilizations, thus reaffirming such a logical causal connection
between intercultural dialogue and the alliance of civilization. This has also to be coupled with an expansion of the
scope of relevant conferences, seminars, activities and workshops. The second level concerns intensifying relevant
efforts at all levels, in a bid to integrate the outcomes of intercultural dialogue into education curricula, culture
forums and all actions of civil society organizations, in order to disseminate them on a larger scale. This should also
involve launching leading initiatives with the aim of materializing the values of dialogue and translating them into
concrete actions with a wider global impact.”
In this regard, he said that intercultural dialogue had moved beyond the confines of the crucial phase of theorization
into the stage of materializing the relevant ideas, visions and proposals put forward and debated in this Forum by
intellectual, academic and political leaders.
“You will agree with me on the importance of embarking on this new stage to consolidate the international standing
of this forum as an ever-shining beacon of cultural development and a source of intellectual innovation towards a
better world where peace, justice and harmony prevail,” he told the Forum members.
The opening ceremony was followed by the launch of “Agree to Differ” book, a landmark publication on the
International Decade for the Rapprochement of Cultures, co-published by UNESCO and Tudor Rose. President Ilham
Aliyev and the First Lady of Azerbaijan Mehriban Aliyeva attended the ceremony.
UNESCO Director-General Irina Bokova handed a document certifying the inclusion of Azerbaijani Kelaghayi in UNESCO
Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity to First Lady, UNESCO Goodwill Ambassador
Mehriban Aliyeva.
The Forum looked to the future in its meetings in terms of ‘the big project’ and ‘the small project’, with the abiding
theme that tolerance is possible.
“We share difference and diversity and we have to learn how to live together without killing each other. That’s the
hope. That’s the big project. The small project is to look at things that work so that we can live together,” concluded
Paul Morris of UNESCO
International partner organizations were awarded the symbol of the forum.
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4. Plenaries
Plenary 1 Dialogue in a post-2015 world
“Sharing Culture for Shared Security: Soft power and diversity in the modern age”
Organisation: Azerbaijan with partners
Chair: Mr. Abulfas Garayev, Minister of Culture and Tourism, Azerbaijan
Moderator: Prof. Mike Hardy CMG OBE, Chair in Intercultural Relations, Executive Director, Center for Trust,
Peace and Social Relations, Coventry University, United Kingdom
Speakers:
1.

Margarita Popova, Vice-President of the Republic of Bulgaria

2.

Nada Al-Nashif, Assistant Director-General for Social and Human Sciences, UNESCO

3.

Jean-Christophe Bas, Director of Democratic Citizenship and Participation, Council of Europe

4.

Nathalie Goulet, Member of Senate, France

5.

Rachida Dati, Mayor of 7th District of Paris, Member of the European Parliament

6.

Rabbi Marc Schneier, President of Foundation for Ethnic Understanding, USA

7.

Samad Seyidov, Member of Parliament, chairman of International and Interparliamentary Relations Committee of Parliament, Azerbaijan

8.

Konstantin Shuvalov, Russian Foreign Minister`s Representative for work with UNOAC, Ambassador at Large,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Russia

The Azerbaijan Government organised this first Plenary to develop the agreed theme for the Forum: the need
for a collective approach to development and as to human security in this post-2015 development goals era, and
the high-level speakers were invited to share their contexts and experiences regarding joint-working to promote
more positive coexistence in diverse communities. The panel discussed the concept of ‘soft power’ and highlighted the importance of local context for effective policy.
The following points were raised in the discussion:
· The critical and continuing role of education, of life-long learning
· The role and contribution of the non-state organisations –including those based on faith groups and their
contribution to table communities at very local levels.
· The importance of dialogue for ordinary people and not just always involving the ’usual suspects’ of global,
national and local government authorities, and the importance for these agencies to work across institutions
and together.
· That context matters, and the strong relationship between peace in communities and peace between nations.
Plenary 2 - Dialogue as transformation
“Countering Violent Extremism: the Role of Religious Leaders in Promoting Religious Pluralism and Advancing
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Shared Well-being”
Organisation: UNAOC
Chair: Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, the UN High Representative for the Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC)
Moderator: Nihal Saad, Spokesperson for the UN High Representative for the Alliance of Civilizations
Speakers:
1.

Tariq Al-Ansari, Ambassador, Chief of Cabinet of the Office of the HR

2.

His Eminenece, John Cardinal Onaiyekan, Archbishop of Abuja

3.

His Eminence, Metropolitan Emmanuel, Vice President , Conference of European Churches, France

4.

D William F. Vendley, Secretary General, Religions for Peace

5.

Mubariz Gurbanli, Chair State Committee for Religious Affairs

6.

Mohamed Sameh Amr, Chairperson of the Executive Board of UNESCO, Ambassador of Egypt to UNESCO

7.

Victor Grezes, Coexister, France

8.

Rabbi Andrew Baker, OSCE CiO Special Representative on Combating Anti-Semitism

Panelists explored the various drivers of violent extremism and recommended concrete and effective responses
to counter terrorism; such as adopting multi-faceted approaches to address the root causes of extremism, empowering religious leaders and encouraging their engagement at the community level.
The following points were raised in the discussion:
· Enhancing education curricula and enforcing social inclusiveness and good governance.
UNAOC highlighted the relevance of the post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals to the work and mandate of the
UN Alliance of Civilizations, particularly SDG # 16 that calls for the promotion of peaceful and inclusive societies.
· The role of religious leaders was stressed in reaching out to the various communities and working as messengers of peace or conducting religious diplomacy.
· Religious leaders participating in the discussion pointed out to the need to revise text books and re-educate
religious leaders/preachers.
· There was a stress on the freedom of religion and beliefs while at the same time demonstrate respect for
those who do not share our beliefs.
· Crimes committed in the name of religion are crimes against religion.
Plenary 3 – Dialogue as global trust building
“Shaping common global agenda: Responsibility of international institutions and governments in building
trust and understanding between cultures and civilizations”
Organisation: UNESCO and Government of Azerbaijan
Chair: Mahmud Mammadguliyev, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Azerbaijan
Moderator: Yahya Pallavicini, Vice President of COREIS, Milano, Italy Speakers:
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Speakers:
1.

Antonius Broek, UN Resident Coordinator and UNDP Resident Representative for the Republic of Azerbaijan

2.

Pam Roach, Vice-President, Washington State Senate, United State of America

3.

Suljo Mustafić, Vice-President of the Parliament of Montenegro

4.

Ramil Hasanov, Secretary General of the Turkic Council

5.

Victor Tvircun, Secretary General, Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation

6.

Valeri

Chechelashvili,

Secretary

General

of

the

Organization

for

Democracy

and

Economic Development , GUAM
7.

Alexis Chahtahtinsky, Ambassador, project co-ordinator in Baku, OSCE

8.

Pece Gorgiewski, Global Dialogue Foundation, Australia

The following points were raised in the discussion:
· This third plenary session focused discussion on trust and trust-building., and placed emphasis on the responsibility of international institutions and governments in building trust and understanding between cultures and
civilizations and shaping common global agenda, both important themes as laid out in President Ilham Aliyev’s
opening remarks .
· The session picked up on the Forum theme :“Sharing culture for sharing security” suggesting that this was very
appropriate - not in the sense that we do not see the challenges posed to security by the lack of intercultural or
interfaith dialogue, the rise of intolerance, discrimination or violence based on race or religion
· The terrorist attacks against the journalists and cartoonists of Charlie Hebdo, and against the Kosher supermarket in Paris as well as the recently planned attacks on Churches or on Mosques underline the continued importance of positive relationships.
· The rise of anti-Semitism, Christianophobia, often associated with violent extremism and radicalization leading
to terrorism on the one hand, the rise of xenophobia, islamophobia and of the far right on the other hand, have a
destructive potential for many of our societies.
· Discussion ensued as to what it was that international organizations including OSCE and governments can do
about it? Apart part from those immediate priorities, what role can the OSCE play with its 57 member countries
in providing a platform for participating States to learn from each other’s experience. International organizations
have an important role to play here in fostering more international co-operation between states, which remain
the primary actors.
· The reason for current crisis in international relations is that the very basic system of values and principles
has been destroyed, and the trust and understanding has been ruined. We are witnessing dramatic changes in the
international order, leading to new set of international relations in Europe and worldwide. This is the new international order in making, and we do not know when the process will be finalised and what kind of new order it will be.
· Under current circumstances, international organizations, both global and regional, can provide the unique capacity to restore trust and understanding. In international community, it is difficult for anybody, even a strong and
influential player, to oppose the overwhelming majority endlessly, and this should motivate activities of international organizations as here chances for success are higher, compared with bilateral format. In addition, the level
and quality of the challenges currently at hand require a collective, multilateral effort.
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5. Workshops
Dialogue in a post-2015 world: Multiculturalism: Promising Realities
Moderator: Kamal Abdullayev, State Counsellor on Multinational Multicultural and Religious Affairs, Azerbaijan
Discussion points:
· There are various aspects of multiculturalism from cultural, political, ethnic, religious, economic, gender and
other perspectives both in its theoretical and practical dimensions in light of adaptation to challenges of the contemporary globalized world.
· Need to exchange thoughts on interdisciplinary approaches to cultural, ethnic, racial, religious diversities as
having promising potentials to offer better solutions to problems arising from contemporary multicultural realities
in different countries.
The Silk Roads, Pioneer Routes of Dialogue and Exchanges: “The Silk Roads Initiative and its Potential for today’s Intercultural dialogue”
Moderator: Shirin Akiner, Senior Fellow, Cambridge Central Asia Forum, University of Cambridge Merdhahd &
Mehrdad Shabahang, Programme Officer, UNESCO Silk Roads Online Platform
Discussion points:
· The Cultural Heritage of the Silk Roads is a vector for the Intercultural Dialogue in modern time.
· Highlighting the common cultural legacy as well of plural identity of the people who are living along the Historical Silk Roads is a direct contribution to the promotion of intercultural dialogue and Culture of Peace in our diverse
and plural modern time.
· It is essential that the International Organizations and particular UNESCO based on their mandate undertake
initiatives for underlining the common cultural heritage and plural identity of the people who are living along the
Silk Roads. In this respect, it is important that the local communities of regions along the Silk Roads be involved in
the process of studying and highlighting the Silk Roads legacy.
Harnessing Tourism’s power as an agent for promoting tolerance, understanding and dialogue between peoples, cultures and civilizations
Moderator: Amr Abdel-Ghaffar, Advisor to the UNWTO Secretary-General on Tourism and Peace and UNWTO
Regional Director for the Middle East
Discussion points:
· With over one billion tourists crossing borders every year, tourism has become a major socio-economic activity
of our times that engages people of practically all nations and from every corner of our planet, either as hosts or
as guests.
· The values of tolerance, understanding and inclusion, treasured by innumerable cultures and civilization across
the globe, lie at the very heart of responsible and sustainable tourism. A research programme recently launched
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by NWTO, jointly with the Government of Austria and the Centre for Peace Research and Education of the University
of Klagenfurt, provides, for the first time, a sound knowledge base on Tourism’s role in promoting dialogue and
understanding between different peoples, cultures and civilizations
Learning to live together through Education: from policy to practice
Moderator: Susan Vize, Regional Advisor for Social and Human Sciences, UNESCO Bangkok (Asia and Pacific Regional Bureau for Education)
Discussion points:
· Many countries are reflecting the concept of learning to live together in policies (e.g. constitutions, laws) in defining the purpose of education.
· Curricula in some countries are shifting to place more attention on relevant skills and competencies across the
curriculum and are becoming more multi-dimensional, yet this varies by country.
· Teachers need more support to better grasp these vast concepts, and be equipped with relevant and practical
tools to use more innovative and participatory teaching strategies that facilitate ‘learning to live together’ in the
classroom.
· Emphasis on ‘hard skills’ and high-stakes exams have overshadowed so called ‘soft skills’, therefore the need
for assessment to recognize these skills and competencies with methods beyond tests and exams so that they are
given adequate value and recognition.
· While policy and curricula may reflect the concept of learning to live together, it is very difficult to see how this is
made a reality in the classroom. The gap between policy and practice is particularly evident between the curricula,
and its link to teachers’ practices as well as assessments.
· Need further research to better understand the concrete ways in which this concept is reflected in practice at
classroom and school level, in order to
· Gather evidence of best practices to identify models, initiatives and practices that promote the concept of
learning to live together, so that they can be shared to better inform policy at the national level and adapted for
use in other countries or situations.
· Need to engage adults, particularly parents, as part of the education community as crucial actors in promoting
learning to live together among learners.
The role art and heritage in cross-cultural relations
Organisation: Azerbaijan
Moderator: David Lordkipanidze, General Director of Georgian National Museum, Georgia
Discussion points:
· Need to address the issue of the rise of various kinds of authoritarian populism around the world, as a counter-tendency to globalization, often resulting in nationalistic and pietistic movements that leave no room for intercultural dialogue. For many of these movements, civil society is not considered autonomous, and intercultural dialogue is viewed as a threat rather than a source of enrichment, as well as the issue of global economic crisis, which
in certain countries is fostering a sense of insecurity inimical to intercultural dialogue, or subjecting the cultural
and heritage sectors to retrenchment and greater dependence on support from earned revenues or sponsorship
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from private companies and individuals for whom intercultural dialogue may not be a priority
· New strategies should be adopted to overcome the two current contextual difficulties
· Finding ways where culture, the arts and heritage have a greater impact in promoting intercultural dialogue
locally, regionally and especially globally
Engaging youth in intercultural dialogue and respect for diversity
Moderator: Amina Hamshari, UNESCO, Social and Human Sciences Sector, Intercultural Dialogue Section
Discussion points:
· Dialogue should be a results-oriented process. It is engagement of youth to do!
· Intercultural dialogue presumes that racism, discrimination and stereotypes are solved. Dialogue is not feasible
if racism and related issues persist. Education (formal and non-formal involving civil society) is the key.
· Optimal aims of ID are skills, competences acquisition and youth active participation
· Innovative practices including volunteering and exchange were presented and are recommended to be scaled
up! Such as Hawer of UNESCO Beirut office, NET-MED Youth, Jamaity of Tunisia and the Pan African Youth Network
for a Culture of Peace. The use of art, media, and technology were highlighted!
· Internet platforms do not necessarily engage Youth in an in depth dialogue on critical issues.
· Rethinking education: in addition to knowledge and skills give more emphasis on values and attitudes.
· Dialogue should be mainstreamed and translated into Youth policies in addition to formal and non-formal education
· Dialogue initiatives and programs should focus on specific issues related to Youth and cultural identities, civic
and politic participation, economic, art and creation and their impact on public opinion
· Give the floor to youth active participation in citizenship through youth-led programs in cooperation with civil
society and research institutions
· Public policies should take advantage and support social media platforms to disseminate ID messages, knowledge exchange and skills
· A common effort to the solutions of promoting peace should be a global one, not just local or national oriented.
· Youth’s engagement towards ID has a prominent place in Baku’s 2015’s edition. A phenomenon which should
be taken into serious consideration for long-term planning at the global Agenda level. Sustainable international
platforms promoting ID such as Baku’s World Forum allows a long term perspective and analysis, which should be
not only maintained but strengthened.
Youth as agents of social change: contributors to peace and dialogue processes
Moderator: Alessandro Girola, UNAOC– IIA
The panel focused on youth as agents of social change and contributors to peace and dialogue processes. Through
the interventions of the panelists, some of them representing organizations supported by UNAOC programs and
projects, the session brought concrete evidence of young people contribution to peace and intercultural dialogue.
Furthermore it shed light on current challenges and needs for policy makers, government and civil societies, to
take full advantage of the capacity of young people and develop youth-focused and youth-inclusive policies.
Discussion points:
· On the style: the way the session was organized (panelists to respond to 3/4 main questions + final Q&A) allowed
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for good interactions among panelists.
· From feedback I received from participants who came to attend the session I would strongly recommend to run
a similar session in the future because it offered a concrete opportunity to hearing directly from youth about their
work, their impact, their challenges, their needs.
Youth Participation: the role of Global education and intercultural competences
Moderator: Niall Sheerin, Deputy Director, North-South Center of the Council of Europe
Discussion points:
· It is necessary to share the GE approach as tool to promote the development of intercultural competences with
young people.
· Participants should experience the GE approach and have an understanding of its added value, especially with
youth groups.
· Should develop a common understanding on what intercultural competences are and the link with GE.
· Shared good practices promoted by young people and youth organisations that link global education, intercultural dialogue and youth participation.
Workshop Group 3a - Partnering with the Community and Religious Leaders for Intercultural Dialogue
Moderator: Hegazi Idris, Program Specialist, UNESCO Office in Beirut and Regional Bureau for Education
Discussion points:
· The concept of dialogue has to be enlarged in terms of definition. Dialogue is a result based process, it is an
obligation.
· There should be no one model for ID. Each country and region should create its model.
· Human security is the responsibility not only the state, but also the community: media, religious leader, and
civil society.
· UNESCO Beirut has developed 140 indicators that are measured for media and ID.
· There is an urgency to clarify the terms used in the field of ID.
· There is a central role for universities to play to build the competences of ID among youth! Hawer program of
Beirut has developed accredited university courses and already established partnerships with 20 universities
from the Arab region to implement this initiative.
· There are many examples proving that partnering with the religious leaders can be a working model to promote social cohesion. Lebanon is a vivid example.
· UNESCO Beirut will organize a conference to launch the media indicators and guidelines for ID in the fall of
this year!
· UNESCO Beirut in partnership with the AUF will launch a massive online university course on ID to run in 3
languages: French, Arabic, and English.
· UNESCO Beirut will launch in 2016 a manual for Muslim religious leaders that aims at providing guidelines for
ID and how to communicate the ID messages to youth: in mosques and religious institutions!
Younger people as future influencers: Responsible and Constructive Use of Social Media
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Moderator: Jordi Torrent, Project Manager of Media Literacy Education, UNAOC
The internet and social networking sites can be a very powerful tool and can be used in a very positive and rewarding way. However, it can also be open to misuse and abuse. Defamatory messages, inciting language as well as
hate speech are easily found on social media platforms. They are helping not only the cultivation of cultural and
religious stereotypes throughout society, but also encourage the radicalization of individuals provoking intense
social polarizations that often contribute to violence. Inspiring youth towards the responsible uses of social media is a fundamental aspect that needs to be addressed. At the workshop three unique and innovative social media
initiatives were presented and discussed.
Hans Shakur, from Games for Peace, a non-profit organization that aims to foster dialogue between Israeli and
Palestinian youths through interactive computer games. By utilizing the popularity of online computer games,
Games for Peace promotes dialogue, reduces prejudice and creates shared, positive experiences, between Israelis
and Palestinians. Games for Peace creates online gaming events and programs, based around popular commercial
games, that bring together tens of thousands of Israeli and Palestinian youth to play, communicate, bring down at
the same time cultural, political and religious barriers.
Ed Maklouf, from Gather, a new platform designed for creating citizen science campaigns via a dedicated mobile
app. Apps created gather structured data from participants, and enable a true community of interested people
to contribute to research and collecting data together. Inspiring examples of mobile crowd-sourced data and research, and how the incentives and technology used can relate to non-profit campaigns.
The last participant was Paul Myles, from On our Radar, a non-for-profit organization supporting the development
of mobile and we-based solutions to provide affordable and secure ways of building communication among communities in peril. should society address these phenomenon? On Our Radar champions the importance of smooth
information flows, aiming at becoming an organisation supporting practices of ethical transparency. During the
discussion On our Radar’s mobile journalism project enabling citizen reporters from communities across the Niger
Delta to share the stories that affect their communities was particularly discussed.
The session was particularly relevant as an opportunity for an open discussion were issues of freedom of expression, trust and government censorship were studied vis-à-vis the new digital platforms that, while empowering
citizens to produce their own media, it also facilitate the distribution of polarizing points of views and violent
discourses. The need for developing critical thinking skills and media literacy was identified as an important tool
in order to facilitate participation of citizens in current democratic societies where social media platforms play a
very important role in shaping perception and ultimately policy.

Side event - Academic Forum of UNESCO Chairs on Interreligious
and Intercultural Dialogue
The Academic Forum of UNESCO Chairs during the 3rd WFID was a timely initiative to address topical issues to build a
bridge between academia and policy-making, theory and practice, research and education, evidence and solutions.
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The particular role of UNESCO has been highlighted for a long-standing commitment to “advancing, through the
educational, scientific and cultural relations of the peoples of the world, the objectives of international peace and
of the common welfare of mankind” (Action Plan of the International Decade for the Rapprochement of Cultures).
The WFID 2015 in Baku was significant as UNESCO Chairholders from all over the world met together for the first
time to discuss interreligious and intercultural themes to facilitating dialogue in multicultural societies.
The UNESCO Chair Director presented a paper responding to questions and guidelines sent from the Forum. He
also suggested a joint project on the works of the great poet “Mohammed Fuzuli”, who was born and raised up
and died in Karbala, Iraq. This project is regarded also as a cultural bridge that connects between Azerbaijan, Iran,
Iraq, Turkey and some other Turkish minorities in some states, in collaboration with UNESCO and the government
of Azerbaijan.
This participation in the Forum aimed at encouraging and enabling Iraqi people and organizations to support
diversity by raising awareness of the importance of intercultural and interreligious dialogue and understanding
less than five main points; the traditional and new media, encouraging the participation of young people, education, women empowerment, and trans-disciplinary research. Attending this event has also strongly given Iraq an
important opportunity to express the danger of religious extremism and sectarianism and how to eliminate them
to build a solidarity that respect all religions and beliefs. Moreover, one of the objectives of the forum is opening
a collaborative framework with other international UNESCO chairs at the international universities to share and
exchanges experiences on themes of shared interests and exploits these cultural relations in the programs and
activities that the UNESCO Chair at the University of Kufa has been conveying in reality.
Achieved Results
The discussed challenges and proposed initiatives during the Academic Forum of UNESCO Chairs defined the
wide prospects for further cooperation between the UNESCO Chairs in the field of intercultural and interreligious
dialogue as well as for fostering the partnership with the KAICIID Dialogue Centre and further involvement in the
World Baku Forum in 2017.
In particular, the following results were achieved:
· The Academic Forum contributed to the WFID outcomes in advancing the initiatives for concrete actions to
support diversity and intercultural dialogue;
· The recommendations for the wider involvement of educational and cultural institutions, media agencies, as
well as social groups, especially youth and women, to foster intercultural and interreligious dialogue, have been
discussed to be further developed in close collaboration by the Chairs;
· The partnership of KAICIID with the UNESCO Chairs in the field of interreligious and intercultural dialogue has
been reinforced;
· The capacities of the UNESCO Chairs through the experience and knowledge sharing will be developed, as well
as the networking and collaboration have been strengthened;
· New UNESCO Chairs in the field of intercultural and interreligious dialogue considered joining the UNITWIN
Network on Interreligious Dialogue for Intercultural Understanding;
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· The training, educational and awareness-raising activities of the UNESCO Chairs towards promoting interreligious and intercultural dialogue have been reconsidered to be advanced;
· The UNESCO Chairs of the UNITWIN Network on Interreligious Dialogue for Intercultural Understanding agreed
to propose their initiatives to elaborate a joint action plan for 2015

6. Ministerial meeting
The Minister of Culture and Tourism of Azerbaijan Republic H.E. Mr. Abulfas Garayev welcomed ministers’ participation in the 2nd Ministerial Meeting. H.E. Mr. Garayev noted the expected topics to be raised during meeting covering
such aspects as discussion on contribution to the poverty reduction, development of education, sustainable development, urbanization, such vivid leverage cultural heritage and cultural management etc.
In his opening remark in the ministerial conference, H.E Mr. Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, the High Representative
of the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations has emphasized the contribution of the diverse cultural approaches
towards the economic development, promotion of social cohesion and fostering the environmental sustainability.
The High Representative has also expressed his appreciation of the World Forum and his desire for holding future
discussions with the ministers responsible for culture and tourism.
Ministers of Republic of Lithuania, Kingdom of Bahrain, Republic of Serbia, People`s Republic of Bangladesh, Republic of Albania, Republic of Iraq, Republic of Senegal, Georgia, Malaysia, Republic of Turkey, Republic of Tajikistan,
Ukraine, Republic of Togo, Kingdom of Spain, Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, Romania, Republic of
Kyrgyzstan, Kingdom of Thailand, Republic of Indonesia, Holy See, State of Kuwait, Kenya, Republic of Kazakhstan,
Kingdom of Cambodia, Arab Republic of Egypt and TURKSOY, CoE, Brooklyn Foundation Representative, CIS Representatives expressed their high satisfaction with organization of World Forum initiated by the Government of
Azerbaijan Republic. The Ministers emphasized the importance of World Forum aimed to sustainable development
of tourism, culture and related fields for the improvement of economic-social life. Following the meeting it was
proposed to hold such meetings more often.

1. The Centre for Trust, Peace and Social Relations at Coventry University in the United Kingdom, conducted an evaluation study of the Third World Forum for Intercultural Dialogue (WFID) in order to provide a seminal contribution to
understanding the potential of international platforms as a means of encouraging intercultural dialogue.
The 2015 research for this study builds on existing data collected during the WFID in 2013. Professor Mike Hardy
was senior adviser, curator and rapporteur of the 2013 Forum, and was continuing his work with the Government of
Azerbaijan on the design and leadership of WFID 2015. During the 2013 Forum, thirty interviews exploring experiences
and expectations of the event were conducted with delegates over the course of three days. The findings from the
interviews were published in a report by the World Forum Secretariat (2015) and used to feed into the content and
format for the upcoming WFID this May.
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7. Asking questions: Coventry
University’s research project
Research findings: Building on a small research survey in 20131 Overall the findings report an extremely positive
view of the forum in general. As an initiative intended to bring people together from a range of cultural backgrounds in order to share their experiences and thoughts WIFD was a great success. Delegates were forthcoming
in their praise and appreciation of both the government of Azerbaijan for hosting the forum and recognising the
value of intercultural dialogue; as well as of their experience of Azerbaijan as a country and its own cultural legacy.
In today’s world, unprecedented levels of exchange occur between divergent populations. Understanding on how
to facilitate successful intercultural dialogue is more necessary than ever for peaceful relations. It is commonly
believed that international forums can provide the most useful platform for rigorous debates and exchange, due
to their ability to bring delegates from across the globe face to face, however, such events are seldom evaluated
(Beck and Visholm 2014; Wallach 2014).
Over the course of the WFID 2015 our team of researchers conducted approximately one hundred interviews with
delegates attending the conference in order to i) investigate what delegates expected of the forum; ii) the extent
to which such expectations were met (during and retrospectively); iii) the impact of engagement on understanding
and practice of intercultural dialogue; iv) how subsequent forums of this type could be improved for maximum
success.
Importantly, there were areas highlighted by the research for consideration and potential improvement. Participants discussed how they would welcome greater structure within the sessions. Several suggestions for how
sessions might be delivered more effectively were provided and will be considered for their potential merit. For
example, some delegates proposed a more practical focus with guest experts covering different approaches to
intercultural dialogue. Furthermore, there was general agreement that the panel session approach had not allowed
for sufficient discussion among the delegates present. A common suggestion was to use sessions to discuss a
specific question or topic, during which all delegates may each share ideas and provide agreed solutions for better
practice.
It was evident from the interviews that many delegates found the informal space outside of the sessions, such
as lunchtime and coffee breaks, just as valuable for providing an opportunity for dialogue. In fact, several interviewees reported making vital contacts and forging working relationships during these periods. This reflects the
important platform for networking provided by the forum as a crucial part of the wider Baku Process.
Participants expressed a greater desire to engage in dialogue with those representing different sectors. It is clear
that community organisations benefitted from exchanging with similar organisations, particularly NGOs from other

2. For more information about the research study, please contact Professor Mike hardy mike.hardy@coventry.ac.uk or
Dr Serena Hussain serena.hussain@coventry.ac.uk
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countries; however several delegates reported missing opportunities to have dialogue with government and UN
representatives. In many ways this was viewed as a missed opportunity for cross- sector dialogue, vital for practitioners who wish to engage and inform policy makers.
The initial findings from the research were presented at an academic conference at George Washington University
in August 2015. The feedback from the audience was extremely positive in terms of the potential value the research
has for both understanding how global forums can act as an intervention; as well as for understanding and implementing intercultural dialogue more broadly.
The research has therefore begun to uncover some important findings for how the Baku Process can be further
strengthened to achieve its intended outcomes. In addition to the interviews, the research team will conduct a
survey with all the delegates who attended the conference. This will allow participants to retrospectively provide
feedback on the experience, and for the research to explore how the forum changed thinking, created new opportunities, and influenced the way people work differently in the area of intercultural dialogue as a result. The team
at the Centre for Trust, Peace and Social Relations continue to work on this project and look forward to disseminating findings2

8. Closing ceremony and final
remarks
Abulfas Garayev, Minister of Culture and Tourism, Azerbaijan
Partners: UNESCO, UNAOC, UNWTO, Council of Europe, ISESCO
Rapporteur: Prof. Mike Hardy CMG OBE, Chair in Intercultural Relations, Executive Director, Center for Trust,
Peace and Social Relations, Coventry University, United Kingdom
Minister Garayev congratulated the participants to the WFID 2015 for their energy and enthusiasm; in his closing
remarks, the Minister highlighted the distinctive role of the Baku Process for confronting the challenge of prejudice
and discrimination in the world of diversity and change that we live.
Minister Garayev celebrated the broad definition of ‘culture’ that had encouraged the Forum to include powerful
new agencies and drivers in the discussion of culture, and the dialogue between cultures that had been enabled.
He referred with gratitude to the well-attended meeting of Culture Ministers and to their commitment to establish
the high level agreements that made the development of supportive policies easier.
Minister Garayev thanked President Aliyev for the introduction and continued support for the Baku Process and for
the World Forums that carry the flag of high-level dialogue -600 participants from almost 100 countries.
In conclusion he called on his fellow task-force members –from UNAoC, UNESCO, ISESCO, WTO, CoE to maintain
their support and commitment to the Baku Process and to promote it as an inclusive process for a better world.
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Rapporteurs final remarks:
This 3rd World Forum for Intercultural Dialogue began with the critical review of the 2013 Forum and the content and
form has developed through the unstinting work of the taskforce over the past several months.
The discussions have been characterised by context, innovation and the search for stronger understanding of the
lived experience of people worldwide. For context, the many participants at the Forum quickly observed that the
world is changing more rapidly than ever before –and that the shared security sought through the discussions
needed to adapt to a whole set of new vulnerabilities –vulnerabilities associated with rapid change. During the
Forum the participants had welcomed a strong emphasis on youth –youth helping the world with constructive uses
of social media; youth acting as effective agents of social change; youth developing brand-new competences band
capabilities –fit for the modern age and youth mobility. These four sessions on youth had enlivened the content of
the Forum and were clearly effective antidotes to the impact of rapid change.
Similarly, delegates have welcomed the discussion of faith and its contemporary interface with extremism.
We had observed together that there was still much work to do, particularly in developing more tools for dialogue
that can help bridge the gaps that appear between people of difference. There is an even greater need for strong
evidence to underpin the ideas for the actions that have been discussed and a need to be clearer about what we
seek and what kind of outcome would feel like success.
WFID 2015 has set a new agenda and injected new energies into the work of those who seek to mobilise dialogue
to disempower the forces of prejudice; in many ways the Baku Process has identified a set of bridges that we need
to build and to cross –and not just the bridge between people of difference.
The Baku Process should be characterised by successful bridging between concepts and policies, between perceptions and realities, between evidence and solutions, between theory and practice. Above all WFID 2015 recognised
the importance of creating a bridge between encounter (our meeting with people of difference) and engagement
(working and transacting with them for sustaining contact).
Finally, the Baku Process already invests in creating an effective bridge between all those organisational partners
that work so hard to promote intercultural dialogue; once that bridge is strong and resilient, the partners must
take responsibility for crossing it!

9. Commitments for the future
WFID 2015 placed emphasis both on the importance of dialogue and on the quality of dialogue. The Forum responded directly to calls following WFID 2013, to consider more carefully and fully, the role of faith and the role
of youth, as well as to challenge the role of large global events within the process of promoting dialogue and
strengthening understanding. The conclusions at the closing ceremony focused again on the need for the discus-
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sions and raised awareness generated by the Forum to be nurtured and translated into practice to bring about
real and sustaining change in communities and between people. Similarly, the Forum highlighted the increased
challenge introduced by those who would radicalise and promote extremism and violence, most especially, though
not exclusively among young people.
There was considerable agreement that at its best dialogue is the essential toolkit, helping people to cope with
unprecedented challenges and conflicts and the pace of change in our modern world. It can sustain peaceful relations. But too often it can distract and pretend, making us feel better without being better.
Effective dialogue between people of difference and with different needs and agendas is vital for real and sustained peace – the kind that let’s us sleep easy. And we appear to engage with it a lot. On the global stage, World
Forums such as Baku are convened to bring together heads of governments, ministers, heads of various international organizations, senior policy makers, cultural professionals, goodwill ambassadors, experts, journalists,
practitioners, prominent intellectuals and activists.
These platforms enable us to take concrete actions to support diversity, strengthen mutual understanding among
and between nations and communities, and raise awareness of the importance of dialogue.
But many miss the mark. Their focus is on talk and not dialogue. More often than not they eschew difficult conversations, and their talk is at or for rather than with people. And develop a legacy of what might be ‘unrealised
dialogue’. This is dialogue that fails to happen (in the real sense) and fails to deliver.
One challenge is that high-level forums do not reflect our changed times. Families and communities recognise that
concerns about safety and wellbeing must centre on individual and people-to-people relationships. Actions designed to improve the security of everyday people need to protect and empower them to lead fulfilled and happy
lives. It is not enough to focus on securing borders and nation states; we need human security, and specifically the
‘shared security’ that became the theme of WFID 2015. We are seeing that secure states do not necessarily ensure
secure communities within.
Effective dialogue: dynamic and engaging, focuses on open and respectful exchange of views, experiences, hopes
and fears and provide the basis for better understanding and a stronger prospect of living peacefully in diverse
communities. As discussed at WFID 2015, in the commitment to shared security, all must work to encourage and
enable dialogue, sometimes in contexts where the various players seem to be at odds with one another. In our
connected global village, it is cooperation and collaborations that will matter and make the difference – and both
need real dialogue.
At the opening ceremony, President Aliyev called for a real sense of urgency and a strong will to succeed. Many of
the working sessions, plenaries and workshops of the Forum pointed to the changes taking place in the world and
how the agenda of the Baku Process might respond over the next period. Three themes were emphasised:
Firstly, the growing connectivity and interdependences in our joined-up world; secondly, the urgent need for
peacebuilding in the post-2015 development world and thirdly the continued importance of youth and the younger
generations.
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Dialogue in the new global village
In our new ‘global village’, differences between people, previously driven by minority-majority relationships within a nation-state, now contend with diasporas, social media and international travel. There is a plethora of new
potential conflicts and tensions within and between minorities. New international agencies have cropped up
responding to issues like international finance, crime, environmental concerns and the proliferation of nuclear
weapons. The European project is struggling to cope with the growth of global business, which together with international migration on a new and unprecedented scale has added to a sense of powerlessness and alienation.
There is no telling how profound the impact of these changes has been for the way people see themselves and
what all this might mean for the notion of nation-state and national identity. The claim of nationalistic identities
has inevitably been weakened, both by the growth of regional and separatist appeals and by the wider appeal of
international interdependence.
Our interactions are increasingly likely to be based on multi-faceted relationships, in which individuals draw more
heavily on their education and experience, shared spaces and opportunities for connection. It follows that we
should focus on the community learning opportunities that can combat insular communities, radicalisation and
extremist views.
Dialogue for peaceful relations
For the past ten years or so we have applied international dialogue to the challenges of global poverty. 2015 is the
year when the global community must account for its performance against the Millennium Development Goals;
so how have we done? The remarkable success has been with rallying the world in the fight against poverty. But
we have failed, as a global community, to account for peace and security, including freedom from fear of violence,
oppression, and injustice. And given that poverty and peace are so importantly and inextricably linked, this is
disappointing.
At a global level, dialogue about peace and security has mostly remained focused on wars and civil conflicts. This
eclipses the value and power of the dialogue around personal security, and distracts us from the negative impact
on people and their communities. The record shows that in the five years to 2015 more that half a million people
died violently each year. Sadly, 70,000 of these died in war zones. But around 408,000 people die violently each
year in so-called peaceful, sometimes affluent places. The impact of this violence is far-reaching. Above all else,
violence challenges social and human capital by sowing fear. In hours, it can destroy development investments
that took years and decades to build. And its presence indicates a simple truth: dialogue is letting us down. It’s
failing to realise its potential.
Dialogue and young people
Looking generally, our record with dialogue is not encouraging. We have yet to embrace the changed nature of relationships, and we’ve been restrictive in our application of dialogue to human security (often because our attention
to peace is applied singularly to the contexts of war). Little suggests that we can turn this around, apart from the
changed scenarios that young people will bring. Two things will make a difference in the next period: young people,
their way of thinking and their innate capacities, and the digital world, the new ways by which we will connect and
interact (our session on the role of the young with digital media proposed…)
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The increasingly important role of younger people will combine with growing interaction among people around the
world more generally. Both realities reflect that we are connecting with each other more, and becoming interdependent more quickly than ever before. And we are doing so against a backcloth of unprecedented faster, deeper
and broader economic growth. But it is younger people are playing this out most emphatically, and on a daily basis.
It is the young who have a heightened awareness of our differences, and who probably develop most quickly the
defensive strategies that protect identities and a sense of belonging. It is the young who embrace the potentials
of new technologies most quickly and whose aspirations are most readily dampened by an economic growth that
widens disparities, stunts social mobility and promises much but delivers little.
As positive contributors to peace and dialogue processes and as agents of change themselves, it is the young who
better accommodate and adapt to a world in flux. And it is they who will be more successful with real dialogue. They
will lead us, especially through the new social media and digital platforms.
Providing a strong platform for young people to be seen as positive and progressive contributors to intercultural
dialogue will be an important and continuing imperative as we look forwards.
Intercultural dialogue in the post-2015 era will be in a particularly sensitive area of cultural relationships, inherently contentious and open to different, contradictory interpretations. Mutual respect - not the same as mutual approval – will be crucial. Reasoned disagreement builds stronger, more authentic and lasting relationships.
Avoiding difficult questions (such as political conflict or differences in values) will be counterproductive, whereas
addressing them directly and with respect will build trust.
In the post-2015 era, human security will focus the needs of vulnerable people, on inequality and disparity. These
are areas fraught with prejudice and stereotypes, which will need to be challenged.
Intercultural dialogue is important because it allows long-term and intensive engagement with people from other
cultures. This can help people see their own culture from a different perspective, which leads to re-evaluating their
own views and ideas. At the same time dialogue also re-introduces some of the detail – the diversity – into our
perception of others.
Taking the lead from President Aliyev’s opening remarks, the Plenary and Workshop Sessions of WFID 2015 developed and discussed these and other matters, and a strong commitment was made to developing shared voices in
future Forums: the voices of young people, of community members, of migrants and those displaced and those who
seek asylum from conflict and prejudice, and to add these voices to the global, national and local governments and
organisations already strongly represented at the Forum.
As President Aliyev exhorted:
“We need to stimulate the positive tendencies. What are the alternatives for that? Alternatives are alienation, discrimination, xenophobia, Islamophobia, anti-Semitism, dangerous factors which already many times in the history
of mankind have led to tragedy of civilizations and peoples.”
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